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Signed Representing Measures 

By 

BENNO FUCHSSTEINER 

The problern of representing all sup-norm continuous linear functionals on a 
vector space of functions on some non-compact set X by integrals on X appeared 
in the examination of the strict topology and in the study of weighted spaces 0 Vo (X) 
(continuous functions f on X suchthat vf vanishes at infinity for all v in a given 
family ofupper-semicontinuous weight functions). In both cases such a representation 
is always possible (cf. [5], [6], [7], [9], [10]). 

However, very littleis known for more general situations, for example spaces where 
the weighted functions do not vanish at infinity. Nevertheless one can construct a 
lot of subspaces of 0 (X) where all sup-norm continuous functionals can be repre
sented as integrals on X. One example is the space of all continuous functions on a 
pseudocompact X. 

In this note we prove results of a more general type. We characterize (in terms 
of order-properties) all cones F(X) of real-valued functions on an arbitrary set X 
such that every linear f.l: F (X) --+ R with f.l (f) ~ sup I f (x) I V f E F (X) can be rep-

zex 
resented by integration with respect to a signed measure on X with total variation 
~ 1. This yields analogaus results for weighted spaces and weighted cones. The 
main tool is a generalization of the Riesz Representation Theorem obtained in [4]. 

I. The simple case: Vector Lattices. Let us first introduce some notation. Troughout 
this paper F denotes a cone of bounded real-:valued functions on an arbitrary set X. 
For emphasizing on which set the functions are defined we sometimes write F = F (X) 
and denote the restrictions to a subset Y c X by F(Y). A linear (i.e. additive and 
positive-homogeneous) functional f.l: F--+ lR is called a 8tate of F if 

f.t(f) ~ supx(f) : sup f(x) 'i/EF. 
zeX 

f.l is called normed if f.t(f) ~ supx I/I 'ifEF. 
By J;p we mean the smallest a-algebra in X suchthat all f E F are E.z;·-measur

able. A l:p-measure r: on X with total variation Ir: I ~ 1 is said to be a Bigned rep
re8enting meaBure for the linear f.l if 

(*) f.l(f)~ffdr: 'ijEF. 
X 
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r is called a strict signed representing measure if we have equality in (*) for all 
I E F. Of course, every signed representing measure is strict if Fis a vector space. 
A (strict) signed representing measure r which is a probability measure (i.e. positive 
and -r(X) = 1) is called a (strict) representing measure. For a maximal (pointwise 
order or F) state every representing measure is strict because the right-hand side 
in (*) defines a state. 

The cone F (X) is called a Dini-cone if F (X) contains all constant functions and 
if it has the Dini property, i.e. if for every decreasing sequence (/n) in F(X) the 
following holds : 

infsupx(/n) = supx(infln). 
neN neN 

One example of a Dini cone is JR, + U Ct, (X), where U Cd;, (X) are the non-negative 
upper-semicontinuous functions I on the topological space X vanishing at infinity 
(i.e. Ve >0, {xj jl(x)j ~ s} quasicompact). In [4, Main Theorem] we proved: 

Let F (X) contain the constants. Then every state ol F (X) has a representing measure 
il and only il F(X) is a Dini cone. II in addition Xis a topologicalspace and F (X) con
tains only upper-semicontinuous lunctions then every state has a representing measure 
which can be extended to a <1-algebra containing all closed quasicompact sets. 

Unfortunately this theorem does not immediately yield results about signed rep
resenting measures since the following simple example shows that there are vector 
spaces such that all states do have signed representing measures but some do not 
have representing measures. 

Example 1. Define v: [0, 1] -+lR by v(x) : {1- x for 0;;;;:; x;;;;:; 1/4, x for 1/4 < 
< x < 1} and consider vC[O, 1] : {vljl: [0, 1]-+ IR continuous}. Then the state 
f-l: I -+Iim 1(1/4 + e) has no representing measure, but 1/3 b1;4 (bl/4 Dirac measure 

dO 
at the point 1/4) is certainly a signed representing measure for f-l· 

In fact all states do have signed representing measures (cf. [5, Theorem 2] or 
[6, Theoreme 4.9]). 

However vC[O, 1] is a vector lattice and for vector lattices the Main Theorem 
gives results about signed representing measures via a Jordan decomposition for 
linear functionals. 

Lemma 1. Let E = E (X) be a vector lattice of bounded lunctions on X. Then every 
normed linear f-l: E -+lR is ol the form f-l = Af-ll- (1- A).U2 where 0 ~}.. ~ 1 and 
.u1, fl2 are normed linear such that /-llfE+ and /l2fE+ are maximal states ol 

E+: {leEjl:2:0}. 

11 in addition f-l is a state then we may choose fll, /l2 such that /ll = /-l2. 

Proof. The lemma is a consequence of the fact that E* : (E, sup-norm)* is an 
abstract L-space. For completeness we sketch a simple proof. Define 

p(v): sup{v(l)lfeE+, supx(/) ~1} for veE*. 
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Then p( ) is linear on the cone of order-preserving functionals because 

{/EE+\supx(/)~1} 
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. is upwards directed. For normed v we have p (v) ;;;:; 1 and we claim that Y[E+ is 
then a maximal state of E+ if and only if p(v) = 1. The Jordan decomposition 
(cf. [8, Summensatz] or [2, p. 10]) gives for normed v (i.e. v;;;:; max(supx, - infx) 
pointwise on E) states v+, V- of E and 0 ~?.;;;:; 1 suchthat 'V= AV+- (1- },)v-. 

If p(v) = 1 then .it = 1 and for a state vlE+;?; V+[E+ of E+ (its unique extension 
to E denoted by v) the difference v- v and v itself must be order-preserving. Using 
the partial additivity of p ( ) we get 

1 ;:;; p (v) = p (v) + p (v- v) = 1 + p (V- v) => p (v- v) = 0 => v = v, 

which implies that v1E. has tobe maximal. Now, let v
1
E. be maximal then e = vfp(P) 

is normed and Q[E+ is a state of E+;?; 'P[E.· This has p(v) = 1 as consequence. From 
this characterization and the partial additivity of p it follows that the E+-maximal 
states are a convex set. By virtue of the Jordan decomposition it is therefore suf
ficient to prove the lemma for states. Assurne therefore p, = !-'+ then we have: 

!-' =p,+ =C + :(p,))v- C- :(p,))'V, v=:= J/t) 

and p (v) = 1. For showing that v is maximal it remains to prove that it is normed 
but this is a consequence of p, = !-'+. I 

The following theorem is for truncated E (X) weil known (cf. [1, p. 199]). 

Theorem 1. Let E = E (X) be a vector lattice of bounded functions on X and E+ its 
positive cone. Then every normed linear p,: E __,. R ha8 a signed representing measure 
if and only ij E+ + R is a Dini cone. In this case there is for every state p, a positive 
measure representing p,. lf in addition E+ consists of upper-semicontinuous functions 
on the topological space X then every p, ha8 a signed representing measure which can 
be extended to a a-algebra containing all closed quasicompact subsets oj X. 

Proof. A consequence of the quoted Main Theorem and Lemma 1 tagether with 
the observation that signed representing measures for maximal states on E+ are 
strict and probability measures. I 

Corollary 1. Let E be a vector lattice of functions on X and v: X __,. R be a weight 
function such that 

Pv(f)=supx\vll<oo VfeE. 

And let R + vE+ = 1R + {v I I f E E+} be a Dini cone. Then for every linear 

p, : E __,. 1R with p, (f) ~ Pv (/) V f E F 

there is a signed measure TJJ. (with respect to the smalle.st a-algebra in X such that vE 
consi.sts ol measurable functions) .such that 

p, (f) = f v I d-r: Jl. V I E E and I-r Jl.l ;;;:; 1. 
X 
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lf f.t is positive Tp. can be chosentobe positive. lf vE+ consists of upper-semicontinuous 
functions on the topological space X then there is always a 7: p, which can be extended to 
a a-algebra containing all closed quasicompact sets. 

Proof. Follows from Theorem 1 and the observation that if p: vE _,. JR, is normed 
linear then f.t : I _,. P, ( v I) is linear ~ Pv and if fl : E -+ JR, is linear ::;; Pv then P, : v I _,. 
_,. fl (/) is normed linear on v E. I 

Example 2 (cf. [5], [6], [7], [9], [10]). Let v ~ 0 be an upper-semicontinuous weight 
function on the Hausdorff space X and Ov (X) : {I I f: X _,. JR, is continuous and 
vf vanishes at infinity}. Then vOv(X)+ + JR, is a Dini cone because it is a subset 
of R + U O;l;, (X). 

By the Corollary the dual unit ball of Ov (X) is given by the functionals 

/->- f vfdr: 
X 

where 1: is a measure on a a-algebra containing the compact sets. In these integrals r 
can be replaced by a suitable tight measure i- without changing the value of the 
integrals. For example choose a sequence Kn of compact setssuchthat 

I-cl <U {Kn In EN}) = sup{l rl (K) I K compact cX} 

and define r to be the restriction of 7: to u {Kn In E N}. 

II. The general ease. For the general situation we shall use the technique of anti
symmetric functions. However, first one definition. Let F = F (X) be a cone of 
bounded functions on X. Fis said to have the weak Dini-property if for every se
quence (1Xn, fn) ER X F, n = 1, 2, ... , such that IXn + fn and IXn - ln are both de
creasing sequences we do have 

supx (inf(IXn + I fn D) = infsupx(IXn + I fn I). 
neN neN 

Now, consider a setZ, a subset Y cZ and an involutory (i.e. j o j = idjz) map 
j: Z _,. Z and assume that Y is j-generating. Here, j-generating means Y V j ( Y) = Z. 
Furthermore we consider a cone (jJ = (]J(Z) of bounded real-valued antisymmetric 
functions on Z, where rp is called antisymmetric if rp(z) =- rp(j(z)) 'rfz EZ. Let~ 
be the restriction of rp to Y and $ = {~I rp E (]J}. Then 11: (]J-+ ~ is bijective be
cause Y is j-generating and (jJ consists only of antisymmetric functions. 

Furthermore we obtain from the antisymmetry: 

(**) supz rp = supy I~ I 'r/ rp E (jJ. 

This immediately implies: 

Lemma 2. (jJ + JR, is a Dini cone if and only if ~ has the weak Dini property. 

Since 11 is bijective and because of (**) we get: 
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Lemma 3. Let p, be a state of ~ then /1 : fP -+ lR defined by ~ -+ p, ( rp) is normed 

and linear.lf ; : fP-+ lR is normed and linear then v defined by rp-+; (~) is a state. 

The next lemma is a little bit more difficult. Let I be the a-algebra in Z generated 

by ~ and E the cr-algebra in Y generated by fP. One difficulty in the lemma stems 
from the fact that Y is not always I-measurable. Fortunately we have 

E = { B ('\ y I B EI} . 

Lemma 4. For every signed f-measure ~ with I~ I ~ 1 there is a I-probability mea
sure r: such that 

(***) frpdr:=f~d~ VrpEifJ. 
z y 

A nd for every I -probability measure r: there is a signed i-measure r with I~ I ~ 1 
such that (***) holds. 

Proof (first part of the lemma). Let r be a signed f-measure with 0 < Ir I ~ 1. 
Consider the Jordan decomposition r = T+- T- of r and define for BE I: 

1:(B) = (1 + e)r+(B n Y) + er-(B n Y) + 
+ (1 + e(r-(j(B) n Y) + e T+(i (B) n Y) 

where e = ( 1/(2 r) - ll· Then 7: is a positive I-measure with 

r(Z) = (1 + 2e)r+(Y) + (1 + 2~)r-(Y) = lrl/lrl = 1, 

and the antisymmetry of rpEifJ implies (***). 
(Second part ofthe lemma). Let r: be a I-probability measure and take Y:;BnEI 

suchthat 
7:(Bn) ;?; (1- 1/n) sup {r:(B) I Y:; BE I}. 

Now, consider Q =U{BnlneN}; then QcYand 

(i) r(Q) = sup{r(B) I Y:; BE I}. 

We define r:*(B) : r(B n Q)- r:(j(B)\Q) and we claim: 

(ii) r*(B) = r:*(B) for B, Bei with B fl Y = B n Y. 

7: (B n Q) = 7: (B n Q) is trivial. B t:, B c Z\Y gives i(B) 6 i (B) = i (B 6 B) c Y 
because i is involutory and Y is j-generating. From this and (i) easily follows: 

r:(j(B)\Q) = r:(j(B)\Q). 

N ow, ( ii) means tha t r defined by r ( Y f"'\ B) : 7: * ( B) IS a signed measure with 
!rl ~ 1. For rpeifJ we obtain finally: 

f ~ dr = f rp dr: - f rp · i dr: = f rp dr. 1 
Y !J Zf!J Z 

Theorem 2. Let F = F(X) be a cone of bounded real-valued functions on X. Then 
for every normed linear p, : F -+ lR there is a measure r: p, ( with respect to the smallest 
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lf-algebra in X generated by F) of total variation /•~~./ ~ 1 such that 

p(f) ~ffdrlt 'VfEF 
X 

if and only if F has the weak Dini property. 

ARCH. MATH. 

Pro o f. Consider Z ~- (X X { 1}) U (X X {- 1} ), Y = X X { 1} and j: Z -r Z defined 
by j(xX1) =xX(-1), j(xX(-1)) =xx1 forxEX. For jEF Jet 'PI be the 
function 

CfJt(xX1)=f(x), CfJt(xx(-1))=-f(x) 'VxEX 

and rJ> = rJ> (Z) = {'PI/fE F}. Obviously every normed linear f.l on F has a signed 
representing measure iff there is such a measure for every normed linear f.l on rJ> ( Y). 
This is equivalent (Lemma 3, 4) to the assertion that every state on rf>(Z) has a 
representing measure. That is equivalent (Main Theorem) to rJ>(Z) + lR being a 
Dini cone and by Lemma 2 to rf>(Y) having the weak Dini property. Finally rJ>(Y) 
has the weak Dini property if and only if F(X) has this property. I 

Corollary 2. Let~ = ~(X) be a cone of real-valued (not necessarily bounded) func
tions on X and v a (not necessarily positive) function X -+ lR such that v f is bounded 
for every f E F. Then for every linear f.l: ~-+ lR with f.l (f) ~ supx I v f / 'V f E ~ 
there is a measure r11. with respect to the smallest (f-algebra in X generated by 

of total variation /rtd ~ 1 such that 

f.l(f)~ffvdr~t 'V/E~ 
X 

if and only if v:F has the weak Dini property. 

Proof. We observe that every normed linear o on v:F defines a linear f.l: ~-+ lR 
with (*) p(f) ;2;supx)vf/ 'V/E~ by f-+o(vf) and for every f.l with (*) there is 
a normed linear b on v~ suchthat f.l (f) ;:2; o(vf) 'V/ E :F (consequence of the Sand
wich Theorem [2, p. 2]). Now, everything follows from Theorem 2. I 

At the end of this paper we like to mention some problems for which we do not 
know satisfactory answers. 

Problem 1. Under what kind of additional assumption on F can we extend the 
signed representing measure given by Theorem 2 to a lf-algebra containing all com
pact subsets of the topological space X ? 

Problem 2. Under which additional condition on F is i~t for every f.l unique? 

Problem 3. Assurne that F does not have the weak Dini property. Give a simple 
characterization (in terms of order properties for F) for those f.l which have signed 
representing measures. 
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